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Trading futures profitably is like competing in the Ironman World Championship, the 

Tour de France, the World Chess Championship and the World Series Poker 

Championship – all at once- without knowing it. We face off against many thousands 

of national and international banks, investment firms, hedge funds, futures 

commission merchants, brokers, think tanks, HFT, automated trade programs, 

massive algorithms and perhaps hundreds of thousands to millions of other retail 

traders worldwide. Yet, when we place a trade and look out our window we see none of that competition but our 

chances of success do. We all know when the competition goes way, way up, the chances of success go way, way 

down. And trading is a zero sum game so every winning trade has an equal and opposite loss.  Undaunted by the 

tsunami of competition we cannot see, do not know and cannot understand, we decide (to try) (to learn) (to trade) 

futures anyway.  

 

Next we have to find a futures trade room that actually teaches and trades 

futures profitably. This is a titanically complex, totally intractable problem 

simply because of the huge number of sites or rooms that comprise the 

global futures trade industry: 667 as of this writing. So where would you 

start within Sargasso Sea of choices? Which are the best and which are 

not? And as ~80 new sites are formed each year (master list is available; 

1), that marathon selection task is not getting any easier. Feeling 

overwhelmed? Well, now factor in this gargantuan inconvenient truth: hundreds upon hundreds of rooms do not 

trade futures profitably or even trade futures at all: they are pure sales rooms that sell trading products, 
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programs and education.  What is sold is well delivered, creatively presented, marinated in success and radiating 

wealth but not calibrated for financial outcomes nor substantiated to improve trade performance. Based on brute 

force mathematical analyses over 6.1 years, I found much of what is sold to be inadequate to trade futures 

profitably at all - ever. I must presume the vendors are aware of such inadequacies, which brings us to the next 

gauntlet we face: slick promotion. 

 

Promotion by these sites/rooms and their products mimics vaudeville theatrics and carnival machinations, as they 

promote the willing disbelief by maintaining an aura of verisimilitude. It is sophistry and it is profuse in the futures 

trade industry. Let me take an example that presented just before submission of this paper: 

 

A retail trader emailed me praising OZ Robot and 

suggested I review it. What I found was a site with a track 

record that was pure malarkey built to look authentic: it 

posted $75,534 in a month from Australia’s most 

successful (at what? – I hate dangling modifiers). Well, 

no matter, I signed up and was upgraded to a 90 day free 

trial (and I started taking screen shots) but with a hitch: I 

had to act in 20 minutes (I hate being timed). By the time I got coffee, remaining time was 15:58 and there were141 

people ahead of me (I hate lines), which jumped to 498 after breakfast (just rude), and I got distracted and presto, 

there was 1417 (drat), then 8318 by lunch and it stopped at 10,015 in queue for my spot (crimmey). The 20 minute 

clock had reset 9 times. The next day it did the exact same thing when I went to the site. The one exact word I 

would use for such promotion is: fabricated, false, phony, ridiculous, deceitful, manipulative, deceptive, foolish … 

and effective. That opening charade on their web site is there because it is effective; that false queue with a false 

clock is designed to create a true sense of urgency – and it is effective. That false post of $75,534 is to truly excite 

and the false “most successful” statement goes to a reason to believe – all working to capture true interest, 

galvanize responses under the guise of urgency secondary to opportunity. As stupid as it seems here in the light of 

day, it is all effective. And there are hundreds of such rooms hawking similar marketing maneuvers as ersatz 

performance. This is but a micro-manifestation of all that I have seen in my journey through the global futures trade 

industry. As H Ellison said: the two most common substances in the universe are hydrogen and stupidity; such 

promotions are not on the hydrogen side of things.  

 

When I first started to look at futures trade rooms I could not tell the best from the rest, even after having bought not 

one but two worthless and very expensive trading education/strategy packages [2, 3]. I must have been an easy 

mark: being a scientist, I studied the laws of Mother Nature, who never lies. Thus I was not equipped to detect 

fraud, much less deceit until I identified and applied three questions [4] to these rooms and sites. Then it was simple 

to find the best, obviate the rest and trade profitably. 
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My three questions are:  

 

Do they post a track record? Of the 667 rooms I have seen, 571 do not post a track record – not a 

single particle of information. I have asked hundreds upon hundreds of rooms why not and their 

responses ranged from absurd to ridiculous to anti-intellectual to rude to arrogant. For example, 

absent a track record, the Rational Trader suggested I watch their videos instead to see if they 

resonated with me (to form a rational resonation record?).  Absent a track record, 56 sites go further 

on to claim to be universities, academies or institutes – sciolism and self –aggrandizement.  The simple truth is 

these 571 rooms do not trade for a living or even trade at all and thus cannot generate a track record of any kind. 

These are all vendor/no trader and these are the first ones I cut. I find it incomprehensible to trade nothing, 

measure nothing and then go to claim anything such as advanced methods, accurate entries, successful strategies, 

etc. For me, not track record = no interest = most evitative (a palindrome for bad). Lesson: ignore all rooms 

without a track record. 

 

Do they net >$50K/year? There are 96 futures trade rooms that do (or did) post a detailed track 

record from which I calculated yearly profits.  My standard is net ≥$50K/year (1000/wk; $200/d @ 3 

contracts/trade) as it’s in the area of $51K, the median US salary in 2013. From my calculations and 

evaluations of 4-12 months of historical data for each room, about 52 rooms do not achieve 

≥$50K/year at 3 contracts/trade (ex: Absolutedaytrader; Copyyourtrades; Eminimoney; 

Daytradetowin; Intentionaltrader; Oexstreet; Schooloftrade; Tradpilotpro).  Although I must admit that many rooms, 

with better adjusted targets and modeled stops, would easily achieve and exceed that $50K/yr goal. Lesson: be 

cautious around weak performance rooms.  

 

I chart and evaluate a room’s track record from 4-12 months historical data by linear regression, looking for smooth 

P/L curves on a weekly basis that denote consist performance. When I asked EOTPRO for their track record, Bill 

Dennis said “As a trader myself I don't really believe any of the profit loss graphs that I see, especially the super 

smooth ones”. When I read his response out loud I heard the Seven Natural Laws of Universe snicker as Einstein 

sat bolt upright in his grave.  Uniformity of performance is the hallmark feature of consistency and the pillar of 

reliable trading. 

Do they show their trades in real time? This is my favorite as I believe all rooms should show 

their trades in real time.  But many trade rooms post magnificent track records at night from trades 

that they hide by day. They purposefully hide their trade entries, exits targets, price charts or DOMs 

and instead use indirect text commands or sound files to denote trades. I call track records based 

on hidden trades phantom records and I call the moderators in these rooms tinsel traders [5].  

Trades that are hidden give the tinsel trader opportunity to correct mistakes, avoid catastrophic loses, claim 

immaculate success or not even trade at all (hence the term phantom records). The trade industry is saturated with 

phantom records generated by tinsel traders. Phantom records, or records that show single winning trades or 

trading days or students winnings, etc. are puffery and designed to deceive retail traders [5].   
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Reasons trade rooms have tinsel traders and phantom records (instead of showing trades in real time) can be silly: 

Millennium Traders stated they cannot show trades in real time due to technological incompetence secondary to 

internet speed [6], even as over 50 rooms do so every day. Trading Faith uses God’s Rhythm (Amen!) while Alpha 

Wave Traders use God’s Vision (Hallelujah!) and yet no track record (Divine records not excel compatible?). 

Futures Wizards’ track record has to wait until you find “The Force “and Emini Wizards uses the Secret Code of 

Illuminati, which certainly cannot be blathered to just anyone. Don’t forget Magic Trader University where you can 

get your Magic Charts, Box Breakout Trading that has the Crystal Ball of Trading Systems (it records in spirit only) 

and then there is Samurai Trading (sharp instruments not internet compatible).  You can finish you fun house tour 

with Ghosttraders, Shadowtraders, and Trading-Naked and imagine this: BigBoysFinance.com (really?).  Spurious 

really - no thanks. Lesson: run from rooms that hide their trades.  

 

And lastly – exercise due diligence: I look for a “clean” FINRA/SEC history; it’s prudent to check up on traders 

(http://www.sec.gov; http://www.finra.org); I use such information avoid rooms like Trade Confident, PureTick, and 

Delta Timing Service.  Lesson: head traders in the industry have criminal records.  

  

Ask and answer those three questions and you will go from 667 to the 15 rarified Trade Titans, 

previously identified and evaluated as rooms that are at the 99th percentile of trade 

accomplishment, each with substantiated profits achieved with transparent and truthful 

execution [7-9]. And I am pleased to introduce and recommend two new futures trade rooms as 

Trade Titans: E-Mini Volume Trader and Nightly Patterns, as well as the Freight Train method 

from Revs Futures Day Trading, a previous Trade Titan.   

 

 

E-Mini Volume Trader, Michael Ramos, Founder and Head Trader; 9:30 ~4:00 EST (14:30-

21:00 Zulu); ES. I found Michael’s room most pleasant and relaxing, and he presents as a 

genuinely patient and expert trader. He is a well versed using market profile and volume, 

knowing that volume is an independent variable and price a dependent variable (meaning 

volume leads price!). The trade methods he uses (a very long way from his 30 years as a 

professional violinist) harness market auction in a most precise and directed manner and he 

presents and mentors through pre-trade analysis and closes with post-trade optimization. His posted track record is 

net P/L per 2 contracts/trade, where he subtracts 1 tick per 2 contract trade for round trip costs. I applaud his 

presentation of net P/L (as I do for CFRN, Trade2Live) but I always calculate using gross P/L (to avoid negative 

statistical bias) and I normalized his gross P/L to 3 contracts/trade (consistent with all other rooms I have reviewed). 

He averages 4.88 trades/day (over the 3 months historical evaluation) and his average P/L greatly exceeds my 

$50K/yr requirement. A splendid example of trading insight that allows you to trade with “The House” in a didactic 

environment.  
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NightlyPatterns.wordpress.com; Marco Simioni, Head Trader and CEO; 4:15 EST – 9:30 

EST (21:15 - 14:30 Zulu); ES. At Mr. Simioni’s urging, I initiated a review of his room for many 

months while still private (my 4th to date) and have continued that review until the present. 

Marco presents as a courageous and dedicated trader, humorously remarking that he was 

born in the year of the Big Crash and started his economics studies in the year of the Big 

Subprime Crisis. He evaluates overnight price moves on the ES and has used patterns and price configuration to 

construct well-evaluated and carefully chosen overnight alerts for trading. Accordingly, as there will be only one 

trade per day at most, I configured his trade P/L based on a 10 contract size (not 3 as is customary), as I did for 

Overnight Edges [8]. Based on historical and prospective evaluations spanning many years, his average P/L per 10 

contract is easily ≥ $50K/yr with exceptional trade profit efficiency.  His excel track record easily permits daily 

inspection of P/L trades, all trades are easily accomplished and trade execution is as simple as it gets. It has been 

my pleasure to advise, review, edit and create with Marco in his private to public trade room transformation.  

 

RevsFuturesDayTrading.com; Freight Train Strategy, Reven Wood, Head Trader 

and Educator; 9:00 ~4:00 EST (14:00-21:00 Zulu); ES. In consultation with Rev, a new 

trade strategy was formed, named Freight Train, which is specifically aligned with his own 

trade method.  It harnesses the financial attributes of select pullbacks tethered to highly 

accurate entries, where additional trade entries (after the official anchor entry is called) 

are executed. While their success is predicated on his highly accurate trade system, 

pullback entries are no brainers: they always work well.  A 1.0 pt. pullback entry will either lose 1 pt. less on a stop 

out or confer 1 pt. greater profit at a target. The Freight Train strategy achieves enhanced profits routinely in the 

250%+ range, with bigger pullback entries (7-8-9 ticks) nearly obliterating trade loss as they jump profits even 

further over official entries. A most wonderful example of amplifying success by trading smart through 

understanding superior type and time trades. Rev demonstrates astute understanding of the marketing and teaches 

in a friendly and professional manner.  

 

So with two new Trade Titans and the Freight Train Strategy, let us do some trade intellection. 

 

Understanding the Penny Situation: Round trip (RT) costs attach to every contract 

traded and these RT costs are composed of half dozen fixed and variable sub-fees. 

Rather than tracking each fee, I compare all in/out all RT costs, namely everything that is 

charged for a single contract traded. There is no value in paying $5.00 RT costs if you 

can pay $3.60 or less. At 5 trades/day @ 3 contract/trade, add $1.40 extra RT and 

presto, $5250 extra costs per year – for what? How do you find what RT costs are? Ask 

your broker what they charge all in/all out per round trip trade and compare. Many brokers tout a byline of “service 

first, RT costs second”. Reverse that order; you pay RT costs every time you trade; service is something you might 

need. Lesson: buy lowest cost round trip fees assures saving; service is far more equivocal.  
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Understanding market orders: Any resting order (buy, sell, stop, limit) placed in advance of price will “get you 

in line”, will be filled without slippage and will not cost anything. When you hit buy market or sell market (or flatten 

a trade), you will pay spread costs (per contract) of $5 for NQ, YM, $10 (CL, NG, etc.) or $12.50 (ES, 6E, etc.) 

immediately. This is not a roundtrip cost but the cost for a guaranteed immediate entry or exit. Take for example CL: 

at 5 trades a day at market entry ($10 per contract) and market exit ($10 more per contract) = $20 per trade x 3 

contracts/trade x 5 trades/d = $300/day = $75,000 per year extra. Market trades are not a preferred method of trade 

execution. Lesson: buy/sell using resting orders.  

 

Understanding Probability: If I shot a bullet off of the Empire State Building and it hit the moon head on, 

ricocheted back through space to land right at my feet, what is the probability of that happening? Answer: 1.00, 

because it already did. What is the probability of it happening again? Infinitesimal. 

 

Probability is a quantitative description of the likely occurrence of a particular 

event. It is expressed on a scale from 0.00 to 1.00; a rare event has a 

probability close to 0.00, a very common event has a probability close to 

1.00. In order to know probability of anything you need to measure it – not 

guess at it. If you do not measure probability, you do not know the probability 

of anything and ignorance is not an opinion. Now with your new found 

understanding of probability, let’s take a quick test: each of the sites to the 

right speak of high probability set-ups or strategies or entries or patterns. And 

understand, this is just a “Whitman sampler” of the hundreds of sites that 

claim some form of high probability anything. So question: what is the 

probability that any of these sites have actually measured probability? 

Answer: 0.00.  

 

So when these authors or rooms state high probability, none seem to have measured it.  Either they do not know 

that probability (high or otherwise) needs be measured or they are aware of that but presume readers are too 

ignorant to know. The first is irritating, the second insulting. And if someone were to actually measure probability, 

what would “high” probability be anyway? For example there is a high probability that while cutting the lawn, you will 

not get hit by a meteorite. And there is a low probability that you will live to be 120 years. So “high” must be 

somewhere in between but it isn’t known or ever defined. So even the word “high” is useless. Next time you see 

high probability, think: no measurement = no knowledge = nothing. That has a high likelihood of working. Lesson: 

ignore high probability anything unless it is measured. 

 

Understanding Success Rate: Somehow we are disproportionately enamored with success rates of trades. We 

shouldn’t, as this is (only) useful information if the target and stop are known AND you know the number of trades 

taken per day AND you have accounted for round trip costs.  For example, let’s take an example and trade room 

states: 90% successful trades or 85% winning trades. What is the definition of “success” or “winning”? Over what 

time frame? Over how many trades?  A definition of success could be any day of trading without losses of over 
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$10K and winning could be any trade that made at least $1.00 per trade; both useless.   Lesson: ignore percent 

winning unless parameters are spelled out.  

 

Understanding Proprietary:  Many hundreds of rooms claim they have proprietary software, programs, 

indicators, etc. when in fact nothing is proprietary. Proprietary means either their software, programs, or indicators 

are copyrighted or they are patented. I have found no copyright filings or issued patents. What they do have is akin 

to a trade secret, like Coca-Cola’s trade secret recipe for Coke, WD-40 spray and even Mrs. Fields Chocolate Chip 

Cookies. In that regard trade secrets can last longer than patents (20 years) and be a lucrative asset. There is 

nothing wrong with trade secrets but calling them proprietary when the owners know such claims are false is merely 

marketing bravado. Next time you see or hear proprietary, ask to see their issued patent or copyright – things ought 

to quiet things right down. Lesson: ignore proprietary, think trade secret.  

 

Understanding Indicators:  I did - many still do -  perhaps all of us have at one time believed that there is a perfect 

indicator out there that when turned on will spew out exact entries and exits (or close to it). All indicators run on data 

and there are only two forms of data that stream from the futures market: volume (number of buyers and sellers) 

and price. Volume is an independent variable and price a dependent variable. Dividing these two data sets by time 

does not yield any further information but converts continuous data into in rate or interval data. Since these two data 

streams are correct and generally available to the world, the real advantages of one indicator over another derive 

from specific settings, time constants or combinations of data with defined strategies aligned with such indicators.  I 

have evaluated over 288 robot programs and some of the indicators and strategies are contoured to give quite 

sophisticated P/L achievements, as noted in Global Force Trade Network T3 and OilScalper. The critical feature of 

these two programs as that they are substantiated by historical P/L and show their trades in real time in contrast to 

hundreds upon hundreds of indicators or trade programs not calibrated to performance. Lesson: Grail indicators, 

Holy or otherwise, do not exist but clever strategy programs can be found.  

 

 

Futures Traders Ain’t Got No Respect:  Futures traders are at a disadvantage – they lack a collective group 

pronoun. Stockbrokers (portfolio), bankers (wunch) and economists (deficit) have their collective pronouns. Even 

tanks (clatter), trains (cancellation), taverners (cajolery), taxis (charge), trumpets (flourish), tricksters (tangle), 

trainers (torment) and teachers (quiz) have their collective pronouns; why not traders? So in recognition of the 

struggle to find profitable and truthful trade rooms, the massive competition against traders on every trade and the 

financial demands for daily profits, I suggest we call any group of futures traders a Fortitude. So to the fortitude of 

futures reading this, good luck and email me with any questions.  

 

Lessons for the Fortitude: Stacking it all together: These are the recommended steps you 

should take before you trade money. They are not directed towards any specific room, 

method, indicator or strategy. They are directed only towards the financial success of retail 

traders. Even having identified now 17 rooms out of 667, you still have several key decisions 

to make: 
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1. Trade with the Titans will allow you to trade truthful, transparent and profitable. With them you need to: 

a. Shadow trade for a week or a month to become acclimated to their style.  

b. Trade as they trade and you ought to profit as they profit; if not find out why. 

c. Track P/L as a function of index (TF, CL etc.) and trade type (long vs. short); trade only the best 

d. Track P/L as function of day of week (diurnal variation) and time of day (am vs. pm; circadian rhythm) 

2. Control costs:  

a. Choose an broker or futures commission merchant with competitive round trip costs 

b. Use market orders sparingly, they cost coming and going.  

3. High probability, winning success rate or proprietary are only lexicons - they tell you nothing. 

4. Concentrate on track records and trade transparency.  

5. Never buy what you cannot see, do not know, cannot test or is hidden from you in any manner. 

 

Dr. Handley (drdhandley@yahoo.com). After 6.1 years and careful evaluation of 667 rooms, little is hidden from me. I evaluate rooms as an 

independent trader without compensation of any kind for my reviews. I do provide specific marketing knowledge, trade strategy analyses, and 

computational assessments to help retail traders maximize P/L in trade rooms. I acknowledge the nearly 9000 emails of heartfelt thanks, 

sincere gratitude and appreciation from retail traders for my trade room evaluations.  

 

1. Global Futures Trade Room Master List available at: http://www.tesseracttrading.com/#!who/c4nz 

2. Handley, Trading Advantage Review, MarketClips 05.20.2013 

3. Handley, TradeDesk Review, MarketClips 05.28.2013 

4. Handley, Four Precepts for Financial Success Futures Truth #2, 2013 

5. Handley, Puffery Pomp and Strut, MarketClips 08.23.2013 

6. Handley, Millennium Traders Review, MarketClips 08.05.2013 

7. Handley, Trading Futures Successfully on the Shoulders of Giants, Futures Truth #4,  2013 

8. Handley, Trading Futures Successfully - Tipping the Odds in Your Favor. Futures Truth #2, 2014 

9. Handley, Emergency Trade Surgery - Dissecting Precious Profits from Pandemic Failure. Futures Truth #3, 2014.  
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